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Experience every season with these fabulous landscape quilts! Four lovely full-size patterns include

a spring cottage, fall mill and water wheel, a summer lighthouse, and a winter cabin. Kathy McNeil,

an expert in landscape quilting, teaches you how to build a pictorial quilt. Use your favorite method

of applique or employ several varieties to make one or all of these four seasonal designs. Be

inspired through every season as you take these designs and make them your own!
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This week I received a new book and DVD that provides an excellent clear overview of techniques

needed to make wonderful landscape quilts. Even as an experienced landscape quilter I found a

host of new techniques and tips I have not yet tried. If you are interested in making your own

landscape quilts, I highly recommend Kathy McNeilâ€™s new book Landscape Quilts with CD.

Directions are clear and provide specific details when needed. Complete suggestions for steps

along the way - thorough! Beautiful pictures of scenes with possibilities for developing your own

ideas.

What a wonderful book. Along with the DVD it is so inspiring. Kathy's creative ideas are clearly

delineated and easy to follow. I didn't really expect to be able to create my own landscape quilt with



her assist but I'm doing it. Thank you so much Kathy. I can hardly wait for you're next book.Sandy

I have been anxiously awaiting this book and received it 2 days ago. It is not a disappointment. The

pictures are beautiful and Kathy's down to earth style and warm heart and palpable through the

pages. It is just like being in her work shop but at my own pace. I am excited to start on a project.

Fascinating book creating your own landscape quilts that you will be proud of. The cover shows

examples of 4 completed quilts that are included in this book. The full sized patterns are on a cd

which is included in the book. The book authorizes the quilter to have full sized patterns printed by a

commercial printer, if desired. They can also be printed on 8 1/2 x 11 paper, if you want to tape the

pages together. There are intricate patterns, and a joy to make. I would think it may be a little

daunting for beginners. There aren't exactly detailed constructions in the book, but there is almost 2

hours of instructions included on the cd. This book is so thorough, I am sure you will continue

making your own designs. Kathy covered a good selection of diverse aspects of landscapes. I love,

love, love this book. Kathy McNeil did an excellent job creating this book.

This is a fascinating book and DVD, just hope I can get my skill at free motion up to this level?

Love Kathy's Quilts and cant wait to explore the patterns in this book.
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